
  

 

30th April 2018 

 

 

Comments on the draft “Code of Practice Authorising Flying-fox Camp 

Management Actions 2018” 

 

 

This document is intended to exclude activities considered offences under the 

Biodiversity Conservation Regulation 2017 as they relate to Flying-foxes [1.2 (2), p. 

3] and this should be more clearly stated.  The code includes its own dictionary, at 

times rather Orwellian.  Some of the terminology is misleading and at variance with 

the more concise wording in the Commonwealth Inquiry, “Living with Flying-foxes” 

(Feb. 2017), p. 45: 

 

3.55  Technically, habitat alteration is a form of dispersal, as the 

modification of the roosting environment will generally dissuade flying-

foxes from returning. 

 

3.56  Dispersal activities are generally categorized as either passive or active.   

 

 

Further, Section 3.57 lists “active dispersal activities” consistent with the draft Code’s 

“High impact camp management actions” (2.9, p. 6).     

 

It would be clearer, and less disingenuous, to retain the terminology in the 

Commonwealth Inquiry, thus I suggest discarding the terms “Camp Management 

Actions”, “Routine Camp Management Actions” and High Camp Management 

Actions” (2.7, 2.8, 2.9) and replace them, respectively, with “Camp Dispersal 

Activities”, Passive Dispersal Activities and “Active Dispersal Activities”.   

Following on from this, the “Draft Code Authorising Flying-fox Camp Management 

Actions” would logically be titled the “Draft Code Authorising Flying-fox Camp 

Dispersal Activities”, which far better describes it. 

 

A well developed understorey is critical to Flying-foxes during heat waves, and I am 

concerned that [8 (a), p. 5] represents a potentially threatening process and should be 

disallowed.  

 

The construction of artificial structures as roosting sites [8.g, (p. 6)] is fancifully 

ignorant and should be deleted. 

 

I don’t know how the term “camp manager” came into being, but the term infers a 

certain degree of expertise and special knowledge which can not be expected from a 

local council.  The term is, at best misleading, and should be abandoned.  Perhaps 

what is meant is flying-fox disperser, or supervisor of flying-fox dispersal?   

 

I am very concerned that [10 (2), pp.6-7] only excludes “critically endangered 

ecological communities” from “pre-emptive” passive dispersal activities, where no 

ecological communities are presently listed as such in NSW.  This is disturbing.  



Threatened Ecological Communities (TEC) should be inserted in place of “critically 

endangered ecological communities” here, so this becomes a relevant exclusion rather 

than a red herring.  The devil is in the detail, reminiscent of a tricky insurance policy.   

Earlier [2.6 (3), p. 5)] the draft excludes “any damage to a declared area of 

outstanding biodiversity value.”  Which lands or what classification of lands have 

“outstanding biodiversity value” or is this merely a platitude?    

 

How would the “Environmental Agency Head” be able to properly assess a written 

application for dispersal within “at least five business days” prior to commencement 

of dispersal actions?   [3.11 (1), p. 7].  What are the criteria for assessment, or have all 

responsibilities been devolved to the local council, resulting in a “rubber stamp” 

process?   Is the “Environmental Agency Head” the Minister for the Environment?  

The identity of the position needs be specified here for accountability and 

transparency. 

 

What is meant by “monitoring the camp” [14 (2)]?   

 

[15 (7), p. 9]:  Camp management actions (dispersal activities) must not result in 

the removal of more than 50% of the area of vegetation that existed in an area prior 

to the commencement of camp management actions.  This is astonishingly 

outrageous and should be struck out.  I would be concerned if any camp vegetation 

was lost in order to establish “buffers” as such sites are invariably critically small to 

begin with. The continued loss of camp sites, which this effectively condones and 

promotes, is a threatening process. 

 

[17 (2), pp. 10-11]  The council should provide the “Environment Agency Head” with 

a copy of records within six months of the dispersal activities.  This seems an 

unreasonably extended timeframe and I would think 4 weeks would be generous.  Six 

months is definitely not “timely”.   

 

The “dictionary” is problematic, some of the wording appears intentionally 

disingenuous bureauspeak which I’ve addressed above.  “Camp boundaries” are fluid 

and are always changing, this should be noted in the definition.  “Maternity site” 

needs to be added in addition to “Flying-fox camp”.   I am also concerned that 

“Flying-fox expert” is loose enough a category to include FAWNA Flying-fox carers 

who are usually over-committed while caring for numerous orphaned and injured 

flying-foxes.  As these dedicated individuals are the most likely to be called upon by 

the local council staff, and particularly so in view of [14 (3), p. 8] where “local 

wildlife rehabilitation groups must be notified before” active dispersal activities are 

initiated, will their services be remunerated at pay scales in line with other expert 

consultants engaged by government?   Are any certificates or qualifications required 

to satisfy the term “expert” in this definition?   If not, why not, and if so, what are 

they?  How can we be assured such “experts” are expert enough?   

 

 

Faithfully yours, 

 

 

 

Dr John Stockard, DDS OAM 




